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About This Game

Wild Animals - Animated Jigsaws

"Animated Jigsaws" is a jigsaw puzzle game with videos instead of pictures.
"Wild Animals - Animated Jigsaws" contains moving images of lion,tiger,elephant,giraffe,gorilla,zebra,koala,kangaroo,giant

panda and surprised king penguin colony.

Features

Easy-to-play traditional jigsaw puzzle

Valuable 10 animated scenes of wild animals
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3 sizes for each puzzle: 60, 240 and 350 pieces

Saves time spent completing each puzzle and each size

Separate edge and inner pieces

Each piece snaps into place for stress-free experience

Ability to snap individual pieces together

Save a puzzle half way and continue later
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Title: Wild Animals - Animated Jigsaws
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
BottleCube inc.
Publisher:
BottleCube inc.
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2016
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English,Japanese
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Short but sweet. Loved every second of it. People will complain about the lack of instruction/ and its difficulty to shoot. But
that's what makes it great.. This might be my new favorite VR Game!

I grabbed a person, used my radiation breath to turn him into a skeleton in my hand, then ate him.

Only one arcade mode and a free play mode so far, but I love it, and played it multiple times.

Cant wait to see what comes next!!!!. A while back I would have recommended this with a couple caveats, but you can honestly
get better for free these days. The idiotproof solution is ShadowPlay if you have an nVidia card, or Open Broadcaster Software
if you use ATI or want more options. Both of those have much better compression codecs, lower overhead, a recording buffer
feature, and Twitch integration. PlayClaw isn't bad, it's just horribly outclassed.. Great soundtrack... Fits the game really well
and even stands out on it's own.. but how do i open this content?. It's good, silly fun - even challenging, if you decide to down
some coffee and see how long you last. Game runs smooth, it doesn't take alot of memory, and it's under $5. I can't think of
much to complain about honestly, except once you unlock everything the only content left is to try to beat your highest score or
wipe your file to feel the progress again.. So Far So Good.
This is my first time using anything like this. I wanted to edit some small videos of antique engines running and some videos of
items I have made to be put on YouTube.
I did find some items confusing, but their help assistance is one of the best I have run into. Every question I have sent in has
been answered within a day.
It does have some bugs but nothing that has caused me to regret my purchase. I feel I got a lot out of it so far. Please note that I
am new to this so it might be nothing more than pilot errors. this product is not at all what it claims to be! i want a refund ASAP.
. Edited (Because I was being a bit of a♥♥♥♥♥♥in my original review I removed it and replaced it with this one.):

I got this game as part of a bundle on indiegala and really liked the look of it. Based on the preview for this game, I was
expecting some kind of a survival horror like the first Resident Evil game. I had a few issues with the short time I played and
because of that I'm suggesting against buying it. Not all of the things listed are bugs or issues. They're my personal opinion of
something I didn't like.

- The first thing that bothered me were the standing still poses the character. It looks like the bad kind of cheesey that looks
akward.

- The second issue I had is that the navigation got a little confusing until I got use to it. Sometimes I would walk toward the
camera but then the camera woud change to left and right. When I tried going back to an area it would tell me I could walk
forward but not left or right. It was something I haven't seen in a game executed this way so it threw me off. You might be able
to see it on youtube videos to understand.
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- Third, there is a mini game that can be played called PINGO on a Shintendo system. It's an Arkanoid clone. I played it and
wanted to try and beat the high score. PINGO is horribly broken. It can function but not well. That is not meant to be mean in
any way, it is just a fact of the game's condition. Sometimes blocks it comes in contact with on the first level won't even break. I
may go back and record playing it and post a youtube link to show how bad it really is to show what I'm talking about.

- Fourth, there is some button mashing after the first level. When I'm trying to leave after the father has his dialog I get grabbed
and pulled into a scene where the character dies. I did the button mashing that is prompted but it didn't change the outcome.

- Fifth, the voice acting for the father is bad. The voice acting for the main character sounded like it flowed with the game and
the design of the character. The voice acting for the father sounded forced and out of place. The quality of recording for the
father didn't match the main character's. Also, the father's voice acting feels like it breaks the seriousness of the story in the
gameplay.

A positive note though, I really did enjoy the video cut scenes I think they're called. They really matched what I thought the
style of the game was going for.

Because of the issues with PINGO, the non working button mashing I experienced, I thought the voice acting would not get
better, and I assumed the rest of the game would have even more issues, I decided to stop playing it at that point. Because of
those reasons I suggest against buying this game.
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Don't work with steam link, it says that it can't find the graphic card or it does not meet the requirements. Pretty disappointed....
If you get it for free it can be good. DO NOT BUY THE PRICE IS NOT WORTH IT!
Just a simple driving game with weird gravity.
try the challenges.

I had some fun while i played it.
Here are the controls because there is no info about them:
Ctrl is boost, arrow keys to move, A to dodge left and S to dodge left, Shift to drop mines, Alt to fire main weapon, Space to
fire rockets.. Fun little platformer! Definitely worth the low asking price. Probably around 1-2 hours to beat (depending upon
how good you are at platfomers). Quite straightforward levels but very charming hand-made graphics and funny voice acting.
Plenty of fun, jokey references in there as well. Good checkpointing for the most part - and unlimited lives, thankfully! - but it
also gets quite challenging later on.

Some tough boss fights too but they never felt unfair, just required some very precise play. One small gripe is that it only saves
progress permanently after beating a boss, so you can't just hop on and play one level. Overall very enjoyable though!. Hmm
Happy Room WHAT A MURDEROUS SCENARIO!!!. I'm absolutely disgusted in the port of this game. There was clearly no
effort and or love in updating and or adding this onto steam. This was clearly for a cash grab and anyone with common sense
would know to refund this and or just avoid buying this.

The game has no settings at all for changing key binds or any settings to speak of for adjusting the screen, resolution or whether
you want this in windowed mode! The models are all over the place and they went out of there way to completely ruin the
interface of the base game from the ps1 and or the pc edition. There is no inventory room and the look of the new interface is
trash compared to the original.

I found out about this game and was elated at first to see this on steam and it being multiplayer. Upon first entering into the
game you are greeted with instant ear♥♥♥♥♥♥to ♥♥♥♥ing destroy your mood. You are given a stupid large screen with a
floaty and spastic ♥♥♥♥ing mouse sensitivity. To my surprise there was no settings to speak of other than changing pointless
shadows and "graphics" there is no graphics on the ps1 it's all polygons for ♥♥♥♥s sake. They put more effort into remaking
the ♥♥♥♥♥♥ user face that actually looks and is worse than the original! Go figure they managed to ♥♥♥♥ing scrap this
together with no effort as it was intended.

I tried the combat and just basic movement is aweful as there is no control with the sensitivity of the mouse. There is no
remapping of keys. There is no ♥♥♥♥ing game. They managed to make the game harder than it originally was.

OH I'M SORRY I DIDN'T REALIZE NOVICE MEANT ♥♥♥♥ING EXPERT.
(that's a inside joke about the game difficultly due to the fact that the game is basically un♥♥♥♥ing playable.)

There is no indication of what keys do what. No indication of anything. Due to the fact that you can innately see through the
building, other npc's and the fact that half of them are just a ♥♥♥♥ing arm and or just a ♥♥♥♥ing broom or tool that they are
holding. most of the npc's don't have models and or are just ♥♥♥♥ing missing. The shops are all bland and empty unlike the
original. The mechanics just feel ♥♥♥♥ing clunky unlike the playstation one god dammit.

This is just sad to see and unfortunate for me to have had to ♥♥♥♥ing experience.

Sorry for anyone else who happens to suffer the same as I did.

Please avoid buying this game and I honestly hope that they attempt to update and or even allow modding. Due to the fact that
the community would probably remaster the game and do a better job that what the developers would have.

Chow. Do not waste your money. Honestamente o jogo é terrivel inimigos e cenarios feios e sem qualquer "vida" meu
computador roda gta 5 no maximo mas neste jogo com graficos no very low o fps fica em 5 a 10 é Uma♥♥♥♥♥♥♥pois a
unica coisa que faz desse jogo "bom" é sues sistemas de crafting mas até isso é terrivel não a nada de bom neste jogo ESPERE
FUTURAS ATUALIZAÇOES essa é minha dica

Trading Cards:
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We will prepare Steam Trading Cards by the end of this year. Please wait a while.. “Jigsaw Masterpieces”has just been
released !!:
Our new digital jigsaw puzzle game "Jigsaw Masterpieces"! Free to play game includes the Trial Pack!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/977490/. Trading Cards have been added to Wild Animals!:
Thank you for waiting.
Trading Cards have been added to Wild Animals!
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